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CroKing is a multifunctional utility token which 
utilizes the speed and versatility of the Cronos 
Chain to provide investors with one of the most 
exciting opportunities for passive earnings. 
Holders will receive wrapped CRO multiple 
times per day (based on number of owned 
CRK, and system volume), just for having CRK 
in their wallet. Meanwhile, CRK will offer an NFT 
marketplace and a launchpad for emerging 
projects which will feature anti-rug pull 
protections, so investors can operate with 
confidence. 

Other features include: token supply cap, 
Doxxed developers, cleared Audit, anti-whale 
wallet size limits, and an enthusiastic 
community with open communications with the 
development team.
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Due to the substantial increase in rug-pulls, 
honeypots, and other types of scam 
projects, we are developing a one of a kind 
token launchpad. This platform will 
safeguard potential investors from having 
their funds misappropriated by nefarious 
developers. With an in-house team of 
developers and assessment techs we will be 
ready to thoroughly inspect every element 
of each project that seeks to launch on our 
platform. By providing auditing, KYC, and 
assessment services we will not only be 
minimizing risk for investors but also 
provide valuable insight and setting a new 
standard for projects launching in the 
crypto space. Not just a launchpad, it's a 
launchpad with principals.
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What do people like more than NFTs? NFTs with utility! 
We are developing a platform to buy, sell, and trade NFTs 
but more importantly it's a platform where we will launch 
our own special products. Wondrous surprises await you 
in our first line of NFTs contained in Mystery boxes. From 
NFTs that can be staked for increased rewards to 3D 
Multi-Verse assets that can be utilized for rapport or 
incentives, only time will tell what we will release onto the 
marketplace for purchase.

While getting $CRO rewards is awesome, we have 
decided we want to do just a little bit more for our 
investors. We set aside a portion of the supply to 
provide strong staking rewards for those who are 
along for the journey with us. We take pride in our 
strong and supportive community so we want to 
reward all our diamond hand holders and 
unbreakable supporters.
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Tokenomics:
One Quadrillion CroKing
1,000,000,000,000,000 CRK

Private Sale 7.35%
Presale 31.35%

Liquidity 18.01%
Burnt 3%
Staking Rewards/Airdrop Rewards 36,29% 
(11.46% already used)
Dev Wallet 4%

Tax:
Buy 12%
 5% To LP
 5% Reflections
 2% Marketing

Sell 15%
 5% To LP
 5% Reflections
 5% Marketing
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PHASE 1 (Q4/21)
Collect Ideas For Token
Realize Ideas
Publish Website
Private Sale

PHASE 1 (Q4/21)
Website v2
Presale On Crowd (CroDex Launchpad)
Launch On CroDex
CMC & CG Application

PHASE 2 (Q1/22)
Extensive Marketing Push
Certik Audit
NFt Marketplace v1
Launch Staking Platform
Whitepaper v2

PHASE 3 (Q2/22)
Launch CRK LaunchPad
Luck/skill based gaming platform

CEX LISTINGS
Bridge To BSC & ETH
New Partnerships
Continuous Marketing 
Push
Own DEX



CROKING
Thank you

Please keep in touch with us
Website: croking.net
Telegram Main Chat: https://t.me/CroKingOfficial
Twitter: https://twitter.com/CroKingOfficial

Discord: https://discord.gg/j2jZ5pRxug
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